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�dtutifi' 
POWER OF PRIME MOTORS. 

Perhaps in no department of mechanical practice are 
blunders more frequent than in the calculation of the power 
of prime movers . necessary to perform the work of drivIng 
machinery. In our experience we have met with many such 
mistakes, and although these mistakes are not made by ex
pert engineers, and though the proper method of procedure 
on the part of inexpert persons in erecting mills is to em
ploy experts to make the proper calculations, an unwise par
simony, or an ill-founded self.confidence, often leads such 
people to rely on themselves and the rule of thumb in se
lecting engines and water wheels, only to find in the end, 
that a larger expense is necessary to rectify their mistakes, 
than would have been necessary to avoid them. 

To determine tee power necessary to drive a given number 
and variety of machines, it is first necessary to ascertain the 
power reqaisite to drive each to its maximum speed. Happily 
here we have a large amount of recorded experience to guide 
us with reference to those machines which have been much 
used; but it often happens that machinery of an entirely 
new patkrn is to be driven, and then books of reference fail 
us, and resort must be had to experiment. 

The dynamometer ifi the instrument relied upon for such 
cxper:mcnts, lmcl as th,·ro are several in market which answer 
the purpose sufficiently w ell, we shall not refer to any one in 
particular, but confine ourselves solely to a brief discussion of 
the principles upon which they, as a class, act to determine 
tbe two things they may be instrumental in determininO' . 

namply, the power transmitted by rigid or flexible c()nnecto�� 
to different machines or sets of machines driven from a com
mon shatt, and also the power required to drive any machi no 
or set of machinery. 

Let it be remembered that the dynamometer only can mea
sure power transmitted. Hence it cannot directly determine 
the power of a primo motor. It may do so, however, indi
rectly, when such a motor is running at a regular speed, and 
transmitting its maximum of power througll the dynamome. 
tel' to shafting or other machinery, or exhausting this power 
in overcoming the friction of a brake. The latter is an in
stance of transmission of power and the conversion of work 
into heat. 

The dynamometer, of whatever style or construction, only 
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RATING STEAM ENGINES. 

It scarcely needs any argument to convince an intelliO'ent 
mind :h�t all statements of fact are valuable only as they 
are dthmte. 

. 
The presGnt system of rating steam engines by 

horse-power 18, however, as indefinite as can well be con
ceived. 'Vhen a manufacturer rates an engine at eight 

h�rses' power or ten horses' power, he generally has in llis 
mmd some general average of pressure in the boiler, and 
some regular speed of piston, but as both these factors are 
variable, his rating may ba below or above what the engine 
will do in practice. Oare is generally taken to rate engines 
below (hdr capacity. 

. 
The ol� term" nomina� horse-power, is still adhered to, par

tlCula�ly m ratlDg manne engines, and though this gives 
some Idea of th� dimonoions of the parts of a steam engine it 
gives no idea of its real power. 

' 

Of a surety this indl-finiteness is a disgrace to so accurate a 
science as that of steam engineering, in which everything 
else h; HOW reduced to the finest possible measurement; and 
there is not tho slighkst valid reason why it should exist a 
day looger. 'fhero ne'cd not, it seems to us, be any difficulty 
in agTuting upon some standard pressure and number of rev
oj atlons, or, wlwt is tIle same thing, speed of piston per min
ute, at which the power should be oomputed. This would 
at (JnCI) remo,e the uncertainty of which we complain, 
us tho power for higher or lower speeds and pressurEs would 
thcn be easily determinable. 

of dynamometers in confounding mere pressure with pow or. 
It is orly a short time since we had quite a long l1rgU'nent 
with an intelligent mechanic who asserted that a dynamome
�cr whose pointer indicated a heavy pressure on a slowly mov
mg shatt, was driving more than onc on a rapIdly revolving 
shaft, t\,e indication of which was much IG�s. It wa50nlyby 
the application of the above rule, and a 1'f811me of the subject 
of mechanical power that we succeeded in convincinO' him 
that the rapidly revolving shaft was transmitting the �reater 
pow!'r, notwithstanding the lesser indicfttion of the dyna
llloo,eter. There S8ems to be a difficulty in the minds of some 
in making and maintaining a clear distinction between press
ure and power, and many make this en;)r in thouO'ht who 
n8\-cr make it in actual practice, their calculatio:s being 
made from prescribed rules and formulre, which they use 
wlthout mental analysis, and the full forc" of which they 
theraf ore fail to a ppre,hend. 

Brakes are merely instruments for taking off' power from 
motors that it may be measured. The measurement is a�
complished by a lever and a weight, on the principle of the 
steelyard. The brakes gripping the shaft or pulley, as the 
case may be, are tight'!ned till their resistance is sufficient to 
absorb the power so that the motor shall run at the required 
speed. The weighted lever is used to hold the brakes, the 
welght suspended therefrom being of sufficient magnitude to 
keep the brakes Ii'om turning with the shaft. The weight in 
POUlll18 multiplied into the leverage gives the number of 
pressure to which the shaft is submitted. This multiplied 
ioto the distance in feet through which the pressure is over
com" per minute, is the number of foot.p,mnds the molor will 
raise per min ate, which, di vided by 33,000, is its horse-power. 

The l!llJ!l8Urerncnt of power rests upon th('se few and sim
ple principles. It nevertheless requires skill and experience 
to apply them in slIl)h a way as to secure accuracy, and it is 
COIl&'lquently advisable for those who lack skill or e xperience 
to employ competent engineers for such work. 
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belief. Such a belief is tho parent of an enthusiasm which 
shows itself, in the features of each exhibitor in his O'estures 
in the adjustment of his dress, and in his spee�h. EntllUsias� 
born of conviction is a hard ghost to lay, and EO, though cav
ilers may object to this, or throw cold water on that the ex
hibitor, nothing daunted, rises superior to the o�cas;on, and 
soars to the sublime hights of triumph at the first breath of 
praise. 

See him as he stands waiting for the approach of some one 
who wishes to examine his device. Watch his eye kindle at 
the query, "How does it work?" With what expert haste 
he sets wheels and levers in motion and points out the action 
of each. Listen while he expatiates UDon the advantaO"es 
secured. See his lip curl in pitying co�tempt at the ig:or 
ance which seems to doubt tha� any detail may prove insuffi
cient. Hear the outburst of eloquence with which weak ob
jectors are utterly vanquished and driven ignominiously from 
the field. Surely if you please you may find something here 
which will reward your observation. 

Then there is the man who objects to everything, whether 
good, bad, or indifferent, and who always looks on the bad 
side. He is the dread of the exhibitors. In the middle of 
their most successful harangues, when credulous minr.s are 
just on the verge of full belief, and old women have had 
their feelings wrought up to the" du tell" point, this objec
tor elbows himself into the crowd, and with a word brings 
down the enthusiasm of orator and audience to zero. A hot 
discussion results. Out comes the exhibitor's pocket-hook 
and Mr. Objector is asked to name the extent to which h� 
will back his statement, an invitation he rejects with much 
dignity. He is not a betting man. He objects to uettinO' on 
principle, j llst as he ohjects to everything else, but he to has 
spoiled the play, and the crowd disperses to other attractions. 

Then there is the large family of meddlers always to be 
found in all places, but who always gather in force at fairs. 
They must smell every flower, touch all the fruit, turn at 
le�st once eyery winch belonging to churn or washing ma
clune, pull every rope-in short, apply inquisitive-we are 
sorry to say sometimes acquisitive hands to everything 
movable or immovable within the reach of their digits: The 
face of a marble statuette must feel their caressinO' I'Cnd be
smirching touch. Beauties in paintings are point:d out by 
the ends of their perspiring fingers. Nothing is sacred from 
their profane handling, and wherever they pass, irate looks 
and impatient words of annoyance follow them. Yet their 
faces are full of sweetness. They admire equally all things; 
and fancy they are doing their utmost to m;ko all things as 
10vGly and pleasant as possible. 

Then, here and there, you shall note the aimless wanderer 
always of the male gender, with melancholy eyes and pm: 
dant, overhanging eyebrows, thin, sallow, and dyspeptic, 
who, with hands in pockets, strides slowly up and down, look
ing at nothing, and almost unconscious of any external exist
ence. What ever induced him to go to a fair? Give it up? 
So have we. It lli a conundrum too deep for our solvinO' 

And the sewing machine exhibitors. Ah! those me: '
who 

send them here are shrewd old chaps, and know well enouO'h 
that a sewing machine never looks so well as when a pre�y 

�d intelligent woman sits behind it, eloquent in looks, in 
mmble fingers, in tidy and tasteful dress, as well as in words. 
It i� astonishing, indeed, how many young and even old men 
are mterpsted in sewing machines. One finds out this singu
lar fact at fairs, who else might forever remain iO'norant of 
it. And the pretty exhibitors are certainly the iJ�struments 
for the elucidation of this fact, for it is never apparent in the 
vicinity of a machine exhibited by a man. Being, therefore 
instruments for the discovery of fact, they ought not to b� 
excluded from notice in a review of a fair for a scientific jour
nal. Far be it from us to exclude them. As an attractive 
feature of a well-conducted fair they are as important as 
brass bands or an opening Bpeech from Mr_ Grl',eley. We re
gard the. men who employ them as public benefactors de
serving the gratitude and veneration of all who deliO'ht in 
fairs. 

to 

So we might go on, picking out and classifyin<>" character 
arllibitllm, for whatever is lovely or hateful in hu�an nature 
conciliating or aggressive, high or 101V; whatever is ()ppnsit� 
and extreme; whatever goos to make up the gn'at current of 
humanity floating on towards the sea which will ultimately 
engulf al I, you shall find it at one of these fairs if you seek 
it. Try it once, dear reader, after you have gone the r,llmds 
of the machinery and the various other displays, and find 
yourself with an hour to spare that you can fill in this way. 
Take our word for it, it will pay. 

-----------4 ...... �---------
vVe suggest as a convenient standard of initial presslll'e in 

the cylinder sis.ty pounds, and one hundred as a standard 
number of revolutions per minute. Engines could be thun 
rated as to the number of revolutions above standard they 
could be run, hnd this, with the pressure the boiler can safely 
carry, would enable the purchaser to at once calculate the 
maximUt� power available with an engine of a given rating. 

'Ve have been led to these remarks from frequent queries THE 

which cannot well be answered in our column devoted to cor
respondence of this kind. 'Ve trust we have now met these 
�nquiries

. 
by as full a respons" as is possible without going 

llltO detl1,lls, which would be a m('re compilation frOID stand

WORK, AND ITS MORAL NECESSITY, WORLD'S 

"In the sweat of thy brow shalt thou eat thy bread," was 
a curse pronounced upon mankind for the original sin, if we 
are to accept the common orthodox interpretation of tho mys
tic history of Adam's fall. We have, however, a modern 
saying no less true, uut the sentiment of w hich somewhat 
conflicts with the popular idea that the sentence of work was 
designed to be a curse, the import of which is, that the devil 
employs the idle. The evil of idleuess is, however, a trite 
subject which we do not mean to discuss. 

TherlJ IS also no necessity for adherence to the horse-power 
as a uuit. The foot-pound is the adopted unit of work in all 
lll

,
o'h,r� tre�tiscs on physics, and the (;xpression of the power 

o,f eng-mes m foot-pounds saves one division in the computa
tIOn. We think it is time that" nominal horse-power" and 
"actual horse.powEr" should become obsolete tern,s. For all 
scientific anci practicalllurposes the foot-pound is by far the 
most convGnicut. 

'1'11ese standards of measuremcnt being once generally 
adopted

; ;p
urchasers viOuld have something tangible to guide 

them. rhere need Ge no mistakes made, as is now ofb'n the 
case, such as purc

,
hasing an eJlgine of too great capacity for 

�he steam pl'oducmg power ot the boil(,r designed to supply 
It, or the 

.
buying of engines of immfficient capacity to do the 

mork desll'ed. 0,-, the contrary, accurate gnarantees of power 
wight be demanded and given. 

ard authorities 011 this sul'ject. 
----------�4.� ... �---------

THE PEOPLE WHO ATTEND FAIRS, 

We know of no place where men-and women-do con
gregate in which one may study human nature to bettH ad
vantage, or see mor0 phases of m'tny sided individuality than 
at me�hanical fairs. To make Bach a study hoth profitable 
and amnsill�, however, one must have a broad sympathy 
tOI' the fel'llllgs, and charity for the foibles of others, and a 
keen sense of the humorous, as well as power of philosophical 
analysis. 

To enter one of these shows is to enter among a set of men 
who have, most of them, given birth to something which, in 
their opinion, is of great importance to mankind. 

Some of them have good and sufficient grounds for this 
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The present age is emphatically the working agA. In no 

other period recorded in the history of man, was th'lre ever 
any approach to the amount of work now in progress. Not 
only is mankind throughout the civilized world exerting all 
its powers of mind and muscle in wo,k, but the stored up 
brute forces of nature are harnessed to the chariot of progress, 
to an extent never before known. That there is a moral 
necessity for just the state of things which exists, is easily 
demonstrable. 

The moral necessity for work is perhaps most strongly indi 
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